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You don’t become the world’s most beloved manufacturer of hot tubs overnight. Take a minute to learn

about our 40-year history, who we are today, and what makes Beachcomber the industry leader in quality

and customer satisfaction. This is our invitation to step inside our Canadian factory to discover the power

in purchasing a sustainably-designed, perfectly-crafted, hand-built hot tub. An investment of a lifetime.



When you invest in a Beachcomber Hot Tub, you’re doing 

more than buying a high-quality, hand-crafted product, 

you’re making an impact that ripples across communities.

Learn how we build projects for a better future.
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Learn more about our commitments and goals at www.beachcomberhottubs.com

100% CANADIAN-MADE

Built by a local workforce inside 

our Surrey, BC factory. We 

believe in creating jobs and 

opportunities for Canadian 

engineers and tradespeople.

HAND-CRAFTED

Handmade items preserve 

craft traditions and bring a 

one-of-a-kind character to 

each hot tub not possible 

through automation & 

outsourcing.

ENERGY EFFICIENT

Our hot tubs are among 

the most energy efficient 

in the world thanks to the 

patented design of our 

HYBRID4® and LEEPTM 

heating mechanization 

systems.

ECO-FRIENDLY

We have formulated a 

revolutionary line-up of 

water care products that 

use sustainably sourced 

alternatives to traditional 

hot tub chemicals.
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Family values and  
why they matter 

The Scott Family had one thing in mind when they 

started Beachcomber Hot Tubs in 1978 just outside 

of the city of Vancouver: family. Today, we continue to 

build the world’s best quality and most comfortable 

hot tubs. We ensure our factory and dealerships 

provide safe working conditions, fair labour practices, 

and protect the environment. We believe in growing 

our business by taking care of our customers, and 

our planet. Come along as we show you how some 

of your favourite products are made, the people who 

make them, and the power of your purchase to effect 

positive change. 

Breaking ground on the Beachcomber factory, 1977

A family business, 

dedicated to families 

everywhere.
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Keith Scott, Founder and CEO of Beachcomber Hot Tubs



The evolution of  
a quality brand 

In the mid-1970s, at the start of the home spa industry, 

the lack of quality products prompted The Scott 

family to provide customers with something better. 

They started by manufacturing higher-quality hot tub 

shells, and began a four-decade journey of maximizing 

performance while minimizing usage costs.  
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Setting benchmarks in innovation 

Throughout the growth of the spa industry, the Scott family sought to not only impact the industry, but forever change it. 

Over four decades, Beachcomber has elevated the possibilities of hot tub construction and performance.

From introducing 100% cavity-filled insulation, to minimizing jets motors through the introduction of quiet filtration flow, 

to hydronic radiant heat recovery technology and LED lighting, the Beachcomber team ushered in breakthrough after 

breakthrough, reducing impacts and maximizing efficiency.
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Perfecting performance.
Pioneering possibilities.



98.4%

By investing in our 
product quality and 

building a team 
committed to customer 

service, we have achieved 
the industry’s highest 
owner referral rating:
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Delivering 
unparalleled 
satisfaction



The beauty of handcraft 

Every Beachcomber Hot Tub mold is built by hand, 

from scratch. There is no store to go and purchase 

something like this. It’s all custom built.  

All Beachcomber Hot Tubs begin from a large, single, 

flat sheet of our brand of Acuralux Cast Acrylic.  

The next step is the Thermoformer where the form 

of your hot tub takes its shape, using a combination 

of heat, vacuum and air pressure. 

   

We design and sculpt the shape of every hot tub mold 

to test the smoothness of every contour, a process 

that can take many months to perfect. 

7-10 coats of fibreglass are applied 

and then hand-rolled to assure 

uniform strength and quality 

throughout the whole structure. 
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Made to order & assembled by hand



Our Enviroskirt cabinet is made with a material 

that has the look and feel of natural wood, 

but the durability to survive the elements. It’s 

maintenance free, requires no staining or sanding. 

Named after our late factory manager Frank 

Scott, our laser guided drill Frankie ensures 

every waterport is precisely drilled to exact 

specifications before members of our team 

install each FlexJetTM insert.

Every hot tub we make has 100% cavity-filled 

insulation. Maximizing every available space with 

expanding foam prevents the penetration of air 

or moisture in and out of the shell. 

The Perma-Seal Foundation seals the bottom 

of the Beachcomber, with a custom-made 

vacuum formed cap. Made from ABS plastic, 

this added protection ensures the elements 

and pests stay out of your hot tub. 

A dedication to detail
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Luxury you can feel



Built to last a lifetime

Beachcomber runs a hands-on family operation with a like-minded executive team obsessed with the quality of our 

products and integrity of our business. We have always steered away from unnecessary glitz and gimmicks and moved 

our focus towards the lifespan of our hot tubs. That’s why in an industry where the average product lifespan is 5-10 

years, you’ll find countless Beachcomber owners with 20+ year old models operating perfectly. 

Our goal has always been to ensure quality in every single model we produce, which is why we use the same high-quality 

materials and exacting manufacturing standards across our entire line-up and been a leader in greener technologies. 
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The best hot tub construction. 

Guaranteed.



Unparalleled quality assurance 

Over 50 different quality & 
performance tests are conducted

Completely filled & leak 
tested at every angle

Every pump & management 
system is run at full speed

Every angle inspected 
in complete detail

As the world keeps moving more and more towards automation and outsourcing, Beachcomber believes in keeping 

things personal. Throughout every stage of hot tub production, a member of the Beachcomber team follows a thorough 

checklist to ensure that no detail, however small, is overlooked. It might not be the fastest way, but it’s the right way.
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“I bought my Beachcomber back in the early eighties at a home show. It has run for the last 

28 years and still has the same original motor. It just keeps going and going! I look forward to 

stepping inside every single night when I get home from the office, it’s the sanctuary I need.” 

- BILL D., VANCOUVER, BC
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Bring home a world of good

When it comes to hot tubs, energy efficiency and construction quality are what saves you 

money. That means taking time to insulate every available interior space and deliver solutions 

to reduce the amount of energy you need to run the mechanics. Retaining your water 

temperature and flow rates at a fraction of the energy output of the competition, our LEEPTM 

and Hybrid4® models are built to continuously save you money. 

With Hybrid4®, every available air space inside all 4 walls of the hot tub cavity is 100% sealed. 

This is possible thanks to our patented cab forward Hybrid4® construction that moves the hot 

tub mechanics outside of the cavity and under the steps. The result is a hot tub construction 

that is up to 33% more energy efficient than the competition in independent testing. 
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Just the way you like it 

What sort of massage do you want? What type 

of water pressure do you like? Our jetting is fully 

adjustable, providing you with the exact type of 

massage you need with a simple twist of the jet face. 

Whether you are looking for a powerful invigorating 

massage or deep relaxation, with our FLEXJETTM 

technology you can choose the width of spray, 

intensity, and direction of the massage. 

After your hot tub is installed, if you find a FLEXJETTM 

insert you love and want more of, you can exchange 

your FLEXJETTM at zero extra cost for the first 30 days.
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Beachcomber’s FREE 100-Day In-Home Trial

We are so confident in our hot tubs as a proven health and wellness appliance, that we now offer our Beachcomber 

FREE 100-Day In-Home Trial, which will provide you and your family the stress-free time to ensure that you have the 

right hot tub. Today, risk is everywhere. With a new Beachcomber Hot Tub, you eliminate the risk because it is built by 

hand with high quality materials, and backed by our Standard and Premium Protection Guarantees.

We’re sure that you will absolutely love your Beachcomber Hot Tub. 

Experience your Free 100-Day stay-at-home vacation today. 

We have built Beachcomber Hot Tubs as a company that does the right 

thing for the customer, and our 98.4% Customer Satisfaction Rating 

confirms our efforts. Since 1978, Beachcomber has been serving customers 

around the world and we have been proud to introduce all of them to the 

joys of hot tubbing with our distinctive model lineup.

We believe so strongly in our hot tubs and our after sales service that 

we offer a “100 Day Money Back Promise” to ensure you will be 100% 

happy with your Beachcomber Hot Tub. The reason we have made this 

commitment to you is because it is our goal to attain a 100% customer 

satisfaction rating. If you are not happy, then Beachcomber is not happy!



Find your 
perfect match

We build the finest quality hot tubs to 

suit every single buyer need. Discover the 

Beachcomber Hot Tub that’s right for you.
MODEL 740

MODEL 510

MODEL 710 MODEL 730

MODEL 540

MODEL 750

MODEL 720

MODEL 550 20



MODEL 570

MODEL 340

MODEL 360

MODEL 590

MODEL 380

MODEL 320

MODEL 350

MODEL 340

Or make it 
your own

You have the power to customize the finishes 

and features in your Beachcomber Hot Tub.  

Tell us what you want, and we’ll make it happen.
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BEACHCOMBER  
HOT TUB MODEL GUIDE



We are committed to ongoing innovations of our product, and we may make changes without notice. For more information and details, visit your local store.

710750 SLB AIR 750 740 730 720

510590 570 550 540 530

360380 350 340 320



Exquisite Luxury

Our top-of-the-line model of exquisite luxury, the 750 SLB is a 
masterpiece in design and craftsmanship. Fully-loaded with sound, 
light, and state-of-the-art premium and hydrotherapeutic features, 
immerse yourself in it’s excellence, comfort, and performance. 
Experience acoustitherapy with the sensational surround sound 
system. Discover the new meaning of home luxury.

Up to 192 fully customizable FLEXJETSTM

SEATING CAPACITY 
8 (7 active seats + 1 cooling seat)

DIMENSIONS 
89 × 89 × 38 inches / 226 × 226 × 97 centimeters

DRY WEIGHT  
800 pounds / 363 kilograms 

FILLED WEIGHT  
4446 pounds / 2017 kilograms

WATER CAPACITY 
437 US gallons / 1654 litres /364 UK gallons

NORTH AMERICAN ELECTRICAL STANDARDS 
240 Volt; 60 Amp, 6/3 Wire GFCI Protector Circuit

Shown here in Opal Acrylic, with optional features.

SPECIFICATIONS

BEACHCOMBER MODEL 750 SLB AIR

VIEW IN VIRTUAL 360 
SCAN QR CODE WITH PHONE CAMERA



Extraordinary Luxury

An extraordinary and majestic tub, the 750 Hybrid4® is packed with 
the very best hand selected Beachcomber features. Illuminate your 
night soaks with the premium and series-exclusive ambient Star 
Trail™ Corner lighting, and the soothing Roman Arch™ Waterfall. 
Elevate yourself into new dimensions of luxury and performance with 
this timeless hot tub.

Up to 192 fully customizable FLEXJETSTM

SEATING CAPACITY 
8 (7 active seats + 1 cooling seat)

DIMENSIONS 
89 × 89 × 38 inches / 226 × 226 × 97 centimeters

DRY WEIGHT 
800 pounds / 363 kilograms 

FILLED WEIGHT  
4446 pounds / 2017 kilograms

WATER CAPACITY 
437 US gallons / 1654 litres / 364 UK gallons

NORTH AMERICAN ELECTRICAL STANDARDS 
240 Volt; 60 Amp, 6/3 Wire GFCI Protector Circuit

Shown here in Opal Acrylic, with optional features.

SPECIFICATIONS

BEACHCOMBER MODEL 750 HYBRID4®

VIEW IN VIRTUAL 360 
SCAN QR CODE WITH PHONE CAMERA



Extravagant Luxury

The popular 740 Hybrid4® is a magnificent and luxurious 
model, which features the ergonomic Form-fitting Lounger 
and the Ecstaseat, inviting you to lay back and relax into the 
ultimate massage relief of a Beachcomber. Complete with the 
specially integrated neck, back, calf and foot massage, live 
large in this luxurious hot tub today.

Up to 183 fully customizable FLEXJETSTM

SEATING CAPACITY 
6 (5 active seats + 1 lounger, and a cooling bench)

DIMENSIONS 
89 × 89 × 38 inches / 226 × 226 × 97 centimeters

DRY WEIGHT 
800 pounds / 363 kilograms

FILLED WEIGHT  
4162 pounds / 1888 kilograms

WATER CAPACITY 
403 US gallons / 1526 litres / 336 UK gallons

NORTH AMERICAN ELECTRICAL STANDARDS 
240 Volt; 60 Amp, 6/3 Wire GFCI Protector Circuit

SPECIFICATIONS

Shown here in Opal Acrylic, with optional features.

BEACHCOMBER MODEL 740 HYBRID4®

VIEW IN VIRTUAL 360 
SCAN QR CODE WITH PHONE CAMERA



Expansive Luxury

A best-seller, the large and luxurious 730 Hybrid4® takes 
hydrotherapy to another level with the unique Multi-directional 
Foot Massage, Form-fitting lounger, and the Ecstaseat- submerse 
in your very own personalized massage and foot reflexology. 
Welcome to the ultimate hydrotherapeutic hot tub experience.

Up to 161 fully customizable FLEXJETSTM

SEATING CAPACITY 
6 (4 active seats + 1 lounger + 1 cooling seat)

DIMENSIONS 
80 × 88 × 38 inches / 203 × 224 × 97 centimeters

DRY WEIGHT  
675 pounds / 306 kilograms

FILLED WEIGHT  
3470 pounds / 1574 kilograms

WATER CAPACITY 
335 US gallons / 1268 litres / 279 UK gallons

NORTH AMERICAN ELECTRICAL STANDARDS 
240 Volt; 50 Amp, 6/3 Wire GFCI Protector Circuit

SPECIFICATIONS

Shown here in Opal Acrylic, with optional features.

BEACHCOMBER MODEL 730 HYBRID4®

VIEW IN VIRTUAL 360 
SCAN QR CODE WITH PHONE CAMERA



Exceptional Luxury

The 720 Hybrid4® is an exceptional and sizable hot tub. With 
the Ecstaseat, Swivel seat, and the thoughtfully fitted targeted 
massagers as well as the Quad Reflex Foot massage, there’s no 
better hot tub model to let your muscles truly relax. Experience 
your slice of hydrotherapeutic heaven today.

Up to 147 fully customizable FLEXJETSTM

SEATING CAPACITY 
7 (6 active seats + 1 cooling seat)

DIMENSIONS 
80 × 88 × 38 inches / 203 × 224 × 97 centimeters

DRY WEIGHT 
675 pounds / 306 kilograms

FILLED WEIGHT  
3695 pounds / 1676 kilograms

WATER CAPACITY 
362 US gallons / 1370 litres /301 UK gallons

NORTH AMERICAN ELECTRICAL STANDARDS 
240 Volt; 50 Amp, 6/3 Wire GFCI Protector Circuit

SPECIFICATIONS

Shown here in Opal Acrylic, with optional features.

BEACHCOMBER MODEL 720 HYBRID4®

VIEW IN VIRTUAL 360 
SCAN QR CODE WITH PHONE CAMERA



Exclusive Luxury

The 710 Hybrid4® boasts a compact yet spacious interior with it’s 
hydrotherapy packed Form-fitting lounger, Ecstaseat, aFull body upright 
seat, as well as the unique Pyramid Reflex Foot Massage. This real 
crowd-pleaser, is the benchmark of luxury uncompromised.

Up to 143 fully customizable FLEXJETSTM

SEATING CAPACITY 
4 (3 active seats + 1 lounger, and a cooling bench)

DIMENSIONS 
70 × 86 × 38 inches / 178 × 218 × 97 centimeters

DRY WEIGHT  
700 pounds / 318 kilograms

FILLED WEIGHT  
3037 pounds / 1378 kilograms

WATER CAPACITY 
280 US gallons / 1060 litres /233 UK gallons

NORTH AMERICAN ELECTRICAL STANDARDS 
240 Volt; 50 Amp, 6/3 Wire GFCI Protector Circuit

SPECIFICATIONS

Shown here in Opal Acrylic, with optional features.

BEACHCOMBER MODEL 710 HYBRID4®

VIEW IN VIRTUAL 360 
SCAN QR CODE WITH PHONE CAMERA



Inviting Comfort

Ever-inviting for soakers of all heights with its comfortable 
multi-level seating such as the unique elevated active seat, 
and the love seat, the spacious and elegant 590 Hybrid4® is 
a hydrotherapy-packed 7-seater hot tub that welcomes you 
to live life to the fullest. Now everyone can soak it up.

Up to 128 fully customizable FLEXJETSTM

SEATING CAPACITY 
7 (7 active seats, and a cooling bench)

DIMENSIONS 
89 × 89 × 38 inches / 226 × 226 × 97 centimeters

DRY WEIGHT  
725 pounds / 329 kilograms

FILLED WEIGHT  
4312 pounds / 1956 kilograms

WATER CAPACITY 
430 US gallons / 1628 litres / 358 UK gallons

NORTH AMERICAN ELECTRICAL STANDARDS 
240 Volt; 50 Amp, 6/3 Wire GFCI Protector Circuit

SPECIFICATIONS

Shown here in Opal Acrylic, with optional features.

BEACHCOMBER MODEL 590 HYBRID4®

VIEW IN VIRTUAL 360 
SCAN QR CODE WITH PHONE CAMERA



Impressive comfort

The spacious 570 Hybrid4® always impresses with its multi-
level seating and special elevated active seat, embracing soakers 
of all heights. Live it up with the invigorating Verta-sage seat, 
range of hydrotherapeutic massagers, wide cooling bench, and 
one-of-a-kind Multi-level Reflex Foot Massage. Prepare to be 
the life of the party with this Beachcomber hot tub.

Up to 112 fully customizable FLEXJETSTM

SEATING CAPACITY 
6 (6 active seats, and a cooling bench)

DIMENSIONS 
80 × 88 × 38 inches / 203 × 224 × 97 centimeters

DRY WEIGHT 
650 pounds / 295 kilograms

FILLED WEIGHT  
3670 pounds / 1665 kilograms

WATER CAPACITY 
362 US gallons / 1370 litres/ 301 UK gallons

NORTH AMERICAN ELECTRICAL STANDARDS 
240 Volt; 50 Amp 6/3, Wire GFCI Protector Circuit

SPECIFICATIONS

Shown here in Opal Acrylic, with optional features.

BEACHCOMBER MODEL 570 HYBRID4®

VIEW IN VIRTUAL 360 
SCAN QR CODE WITH PHONE CAMERA



Indulgent Comfort

Recline into the lounger, lean back into the Verta-sage Seat or 
chill out on the cooling bench - the choice is yours with the ever 
popular 550 Hybrid4®. The spacious design, and combination 
of dynamic hydrotherapeutic features allows you to indulge in a 
truly relaxing Beachcomber hot tub experience.

Up to 106 fully customizable FLEXJETSTM

SEATING CAPACITY 
5 (4 active seats + 1 lounger, and a cooling bench)

DIMENSIONS 
80 × 88 × 38 inches / 203 × 224 × 97 centimeters

DRY WEIGHT  
650 pounds / 295 kilograms

FILLED WEIGHT 
3820 pounds / 1733 kilograms

WATER CAPACITY 
379 US gallons / 1435 litres/ 316 UK gallons

NORTH AMERICAN ELECTRICAL STANDARDS 
240 Volt; 50 Amp, 6/3 Wire GFCI Protector Circuit

SPECIFICATIONS

Shown here in Opal Acrylic, with optional features.

BEACHCOMBER MODEL 550 HYBRID4®

VIEW IN VIRTUAL 360 
SCAN QR CODE WITH PHONE CAMERA



Incredible Comfort 

One of our best-sellers, the modest but roomy 540 Hybrid4® 
symbolizes the perfect balance of performance and size, 
easily accommodating a group of 5 without compromising on 
comfort. Relax into the hydrotherapeutic Verta-sage seat and 
discover the perfect hot tub experience today.

Up to 102 fully customizable FLEXJETSTM

SEATING CAPACITY 
5 (5 active seats, and a cooling bench)

DIMENSIONS 
70 × 86 × 38 inches / 178 × 218 × 97 centimeters

DRY WEIGHT 
600 pounds / 272 kilograms

 FILLED WEIGHT 
3103 pounds / 1408 kilograms

WATER CAPACITY 
300 US gallons / 1136 litres/ 250 UK gallons

NORTH AMERICAN ELECTRICAL STANDARDS 
240 Volt; 40 Amp, 8/3 Wire GFCI Protector Circuit

SPECIFICATIONS

Shown here in Opal Acrylic, with optional features.

BEACHCOMBER MODEL 540 HYBRID4®

VIEW IN VIRTUAL 360 
SCAN QR CODE WITH PHONE CAMERA



Invigorating Comfort

Deep seats, deeper conversations - keep the conversation 
flowing with people you love in the 530 Hybrid4® deep-
seater hot tub. Featuring 4 ergonomic active seats to 
soak fully and comfortably, immerse yourself in a more 
meaningful connection with a Beachcomber hot tub.

Up to 84 fully customizable FLEXJETSTM

SEATING CAPACITY 
4 (4 active seats, and a cooling bench)

DIMENSIONS 
70 X 86 X 38 inches / 178 X 218 X 97 centimeters

DRY WEIGHT 
600 pounds / 272 kilograms

FILLED WEIGHT  
3394 pounds / 1540  kilograms

WATER CAPACITY 
335 US gallons / 1268 litres / 278 UK gallons

NORTH AMERICAN ELECTRICAL STANDARDS 
240 Volt; 40 Amp, 8/3 Wire GFCI Protector Circuit

SPECIFICATIONS

Shown here in Opal Acrylic, with optional features.

BEACHCOMBER MODEL 530 HYBRID4®

VIEW IN VIRTUAL 360 
SCAN QR CODE WITH PHONE CAMERA



A Perfect Balance of Comfort and Size

Striking the perfect balance of comfort and hydrotherapy, 
the compact yet spacious 510 LEEPTM showcases 2 wide 
bodied loungers with massage jets targeting the lumbar 
system. Invite a more intimate connection with your loved 
one with this elegant hot tub. 

Up to 60 fully customizable FLEXJETSTM

SEATING CAPACITY 
2 wide-bodied loungers 

DIMENSIONS 
57 × 75 × 30 inches / 145 × 191 × 76 centimeters

DRY WEIGHT 
425 pounds / 193 kilograms

FILLED WEIGHT  
1885 pounds / 855 kilograms

WATER CAPACITY 
175 US gallons / 662 litres /146 UK gallons

NORTH AMERICAN ELECTRICAL STANDARDS 
240 Volt; 40 Amp, 8/3 Wire GFCI Protector Circuit 
120V / 240V Convertible

SPECIFICATIONS

Shown here in Opal Acrylic, with optional features.

BEACHCOMBER MODEL 510 LEEPTM

VIEW IN VIRTUAL 360 
SCAN QR CODE WITH PHONE CAMERA



Your new Family Room

A big tub for the big family, the 380 Hybrid4® is the embodiment 
of performance and value, comfortably seating up to 7 soakers. 
Entertain freely with a large group utilizing the Barrier-Free 
seating, or take a breather on the cooling seat. Discover your new 
family room with a Beachcomber Hot Tub.

Up to 102 fully customizable FLEXJETSTM

SEATING CAPACITY 
7 (6 active seats + 1 cooling seat)

DIMENSIONS 
89 × 89 × 38 inches / 26 × 226 × 97 centimeters

DRY WEIGHT  
725 pounds / 329 kilograms

FILLED WEIGHT  
4212 pounds / 1911 kilograms

WATER CAPACITY 
418 US gallons / 1582 litres / 348 UK gallons

NORTH AMERICAN ELECTRICAL STANDARDS 
240 Volt; 40 Amp, 8/3 Wire GFCI Protector Circuit

SPECIFICATIONS

Shown here in Opal Acrylic, with optional features.

BEACHCOMBER MODEL 380 HYBRID4®

VIEW IN VIRTUAL 360 
SCAN QR CODE WITH PHONE CAMERA



Family-sized Comfort

The spacious and comfortable 360 Hybrid4® is a family-sized 
model that easily soaks up to a group of 6. With Barrier-free 
seating, a lounger, and a cooling bench to alternate between, 
everyone will be delighted to try them all out. Connect the 
family in a Beachcomber hot tub for generations to come.

Up to 100 fully customizable FLEXJETSTM

SEATING CAPACITY 
6 (6 active seats, and a cooling bench)

DIMENSIONS 
80 × 88 × 38 inches / 203 × 224 × 97 centimeters

DRY WEIGHT  
650 pounds / 295 kilograms

FILLED WEIGHT 
3528 pounds / 1601 kilograms

WATER CAPACITY 
345 US gallons / 1306 litres / 287 UK gallons

NORTH AMERICAN ELECTRICAL STANDARDS 
240 Volt; 40 Amp, 8/3 Wire GFCI Protector Circuit

SPECIFICATIONS

Shown here in Opal Acrylic, with optional features.

BEACHCOMBER MODEL 360 HYBRID4®

VIEW IN VIRTUAL 360 
SCAN QR CODE WITH PHONE CAMERA



Family Vacation Every Day

How about a family vacation, just steps from your backyard? 
The 350 Hybrid4® flaunts an extensive range of targeted 
hydrotherapeutic features, on top of the special Barrier-Free 
seating, as well as the lounger you may have to call dibs on 
first. Look forward to lounging in the comfort of this family-
friendly hot tub.

Up to 104 fully customizable FLEXJETSTM

SEATING CAPACITY 
5 (4 active seats + 1 lounger, and a cooling bench)

DIMENSIONS 
80 × 88 × 38 inches 
203 × 224 × 97 centimeters

DRY WEIGHT  
650 pounds / 295 kilograms

FILLED WEIGHT 
3778 pounds / 1714 kilograms

WATER CAPACITY 
375 US gallons / 1420 litres / 312 UK gallons

NORTH AMERICAN ELECTRICAL STANDARDS 
240 Volt; 40 Amp, 8/3 Wire GFCI Protector Circuit

SPECIFICATIONS

Shown here in Opal Acrylic, with optional features.

BEACHCOMBER MODEL 350 HYBRID4®

VIEW IN VIRTUAL 360 
SCAN QR CODE WITH PHONE CAMERA



Family Favourite

A family favourite, the 340 LEEPTM is modestly sized and 
priced, without sacrificing on comfort. With the Barrier-Free 
seating, it is ideal for 5 of your closest friends and family to 
soak in and discover a new kind of bubbly hour.

Up to 81 fully customizable FLEXJETSTM

SEATING CAPACITY 
5 (5 active seats, and a cooling bench)

DIMENSIONS 
70 × 86 × 34 inches 
178 × 218 × 86 centimeters

DRY WEIGHT  
640 pounds / 290 kilograms

FILLED WEIGHT 
3143 pounds / 1426 kilograms

WATER CAPACITY 
300 US gallons /1136 litres / 250 UK gallons

NORTH AMERICAN ELECTRICAL STANDARDS 
240 Volt; 40 Amp, 8/3 Wire GFCI Protector Circuit 
120V / 240V Convertible

SPECIFICATIONS

Shown here in Opal Acrylic, with optional features.

BEACHCOMBER MODEL 340 LEEPTM

VIEW IN VIRTUAL 360 
SCAN QR CODE WITH PHONE CAMERA



Classic Family Choice

A classic family choice, the traditional round 320 LEEPTM 
tub boasts a big personality with the Barrier-Free seating, 
cooling bench, and a Whirlpool jet. Bringing you closer to 
what matters most.

Up to 45 fully customizable FLEXJETSTM

SEATING CAPACITY 
6 (6 active seats, and a cooling bench)

DIMENSIONS 
78 × 34 inches 
198 × 86 centimeters

DRY WEIGHT  
425 pounds / 193 kilograms

FILLED WEIGHT 
2444 pounds / 1109 kilograms

WATER CAPACITY 
242 US gallons / 916 litres / 202 UK gallons

NORTH AMERICAN ELECTRICAL STANDARDS 
120 Volt; 15 Amp, GFCI Protector Plug in Cord 
120V / 240V Convertible

SPECIFICATIONS

Shown here in Opal Acrylic, with optional features.

BEACHCOMBER MODEL 320 LEEPTM

VIEW IN VIRTUAL 360 
SCAN QR CODE WITH PHONE CAMERA
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Perfected just for you



Caring for our environment

In the early 1980s, the Scott family started Beachcomber 

Water Care to look after Beachcomber Hot Tub customers’ 

needs by creating an environmentally-friendly way 

to care for hot tub water. 

Today, Beachcomber’s unique line of products is at the 

forefront of revolutionary water care. Our goal is to provide 

our consumers with products that are easy to use and 

cost effective, to provide perfectly balanced water.  

We even offer free water testing and analysis, for the 

lifetime of ownership. Completely unlimited. 
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According to an American Express Survey, 31% of travelers plan on spending more than $1,000 per 
person for a week long family holiday. That means that a family of four could be looking at spending at 

least $4,000 for a quick getaway. What’s the lesson here? 

A relaxing escape does not have to mean jetting off to an exotic locale. Instead, build the perfect escape 

at home, and find refuge in it every single day.

24

An endless vacation



Timeless quality. 
Enduring value.

The first rule of hot tub shopping is not to get fooled by the 

bells and whistles designed to distract you.

A high-quality hot tub isn’t just a short-term experience. 

If you invest in a quality brand and keep up with the proper 

maintenance schedule - requiring only a few minutes each 

week to test and balance the water - you’ll be able to enjoy it 

for many, many years to come.
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Your pathway
 back to nature



Live better.  
From start to finish.

The benefits of hydrotherapy have been known for 

thousands of years. Using three of nature’s most 

powerful pain relief agents - heat, water, and air - a hot 

tub invigorates and gently massages aches and pains 

and relieves stress. 

You can control and relieve daily stress and tension by 

soaking in a Beachcomber for just 15 minutes every day.

Give Us A Call. We’d love to chat!

1-800-663-6557

Visit Us Online: 

www.beachcomberhottubs.com

Any questions? 
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